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EMERGING TRENDS IN DIGITAL 

MARKETING IN INDIA 
 

ABSTRACT:  

The huge Indian market is ever-changing quick. net access is mainstreaming among professionals and thus the 

utilization of mobile is heightening. The pace of modification continues to be speedy with digital channels 

perpetually growing in volume and strength. additional folks pay longer on-line in Asian nation each year , and 

thus the digital tools associated sites they use play an ever-growing role in their lives. sensible marketers keep 

it up prime of the dimensions of modification and guarantee their promoting ways and bit points mirror 

wherever the customer is defrayal their time. These notes provides a way of the dimensions of modification 

we’ve seen up to now and implies the dimensions of what is coming back. 

 Key words:  Digital promoting, SEO, E-Commerce, Webportals, Google Adsence. 

Introduction: 

Today’s time of net has opened the entree of tremendous digital promoting opportunities for businesses. By 

utilizing completely different channels of digital promoting, businesses cannot simply share their product and 

services online; in addition they'll gain shoppers for his or her business, stimulate them and should convert 

them to boost their ROI. The speed and ease with that the digital media transmits knowledge and support a 

business is astonishing. throughout this Introduction to Digital promoting E-Guide, each single side of Digital 

promoting square measure reaching to be mentioned to help marketers perceive what Digital promoting is, 

however it functions, and therefore the means it will facilitate them optimize their promoting campaign.The 

world is super-connected these days and each one things thought of, promoting and advertising don't seem to 

be from now on identical as they once were. typically|this can be} often significantly valid thanks to the ascent 

of on-line networking, that has modified however organizations speak with potential and existing customers. 

Definition: 

Digital promoting square measure typically understood as a well-targeted, conversion-oriented, quantitative, 

and interactive promoting of product or services by utilizing digital innovation to appreciate the purchasers , 

and rework them into shoppers throughout a property fashion. the complete thought and functionalities of 

Digital promoting square measure additional competent, effective, result-oriented and measurable, that create 

it terribly completely different from ancient promoting. 
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Trends in Digital promoting : 

1) Artificial Intelligence: 

 If you haven’t already accomplished it, 2020 might even be the year that plenty of people awaken to the 

dominance of AI (AI). It’s guaranteed to be at the heart of worldwide business and trade at intervals the long 

run – and it’s already seizing several easy jobs. 

AI will analyze shopper behavior and search patterns, and use knowledge from social media platforms and web 

log posts to help businesses perceive however customers realize their product and services. 

Artificial intelligence can shortly be the drive behind several services and, currently, we have a tendency to 

already see it enforced in such areas as: 

 Basic communication 

 Product recommendations 

 Content creation 

 Email personalization 

 E-commerce transactions 

 2) Programmatic Advertising: 

 Programmatic advertising suggests that mistreatment AI to modify ad shopping for thus you will target 

additional specific audiences. period bidding, for example , could also be a kind of programmatic ad shopping 

for. This automation is way additional economical and quick, that suggests higher conversions and lower client 

acquisition prices. 

It’s ever-changing the face of digital advertising thus fleetly that, per eMarketer, 86.2% of display ads at 

intervals the U.S. square measure reaching to be programmatic by 2020. 

 3) Chatbots: 

Chatbots can still be a vital a district of digital promoting in 2020. This AI-based technology uses instant 

electronic communication to speak in period, day or night, beside your customers or website guests. 

Surveys show that: 

 Chatbots can power eighty fifth of client service by 2020 

 Top advantages of chatbots square measure 24-hour service (64%), instant responses to inquiries 

(55%), and answers to easy queries (55%) 

 63% of respondents like electronic communication an internet chatbot to talk with a business or whole 

 By 2022, chatbots can facilitate businesses save over $8 billion once a year  

80% of corporations need chatbots by 2020: 

 many purchasers like interacting with chatbots as they are responsive 24/7, provide answers promptly, 

accurately recall your entire shopping for history, and ne'er lose patience. These virtual assistants provide 

outstanding client service by meeting customers’ expectations and automating repetitive tasks – that suggests 

that you {simply|that you just} simply will specialize in additional necessary work. 

 4) informal Marketing: 

 With all that mention chatbots, the reality of recent promoting becomes clear: it’s additional informal. folks 

need it that means, then brands square measure reacting. once shoppers have a problem , eighty two need 

associate “immediate” response. 
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Unlike ancient ways, this kind of merchandising is currently accessible across multiple channels, permitting 

brands to satisfy customers on their terms: on the devices, platforms and time schedules that suit the client 

best. 

 5) Personalization: 

 If you'd wish to face go in 2020, you'd wish to individualise your promoting – which suggests customized 

content, products, emails and additional. 

Consider these personalization stats: 

 63% of shoppers square measure extremely aggravated with generic advertising blasts 

 80% say they are additional seemingly to do to to business with an organization if it offers customized 

experiences 

 90% claim they realize personalization appealing 

6) Video Marketing: 

Video promoting is one amongst , if not the, most significant promoting trend nowadays and bound for 

succeeding 5-10 years. These numbers show the importance of incorporating video into your digital promoting 

strategy in 2020: 

70% of shoppers say that they have shared a brand’s video 

72% of firms say that video has improved their conversion rate 

52% of shoppers say that observation product videos makes them additional assured in on-line purchase 

choices 

65% of executives visit the marketer’s web site and thirty ninth decision a merchant when viewing a video 

 And don’t simply assume YouTube. There square measure some ways to drive higher engagement in 

conjunction with your video promoting, as you will build a video post or begin a live broadcast on Facebook, 

Instagram or LinkedIn. 

One of the issues that marketers have two-faced in recent years is that the growing shift to mobile devices. 

Those long-form sales pages and emails of time square measure weakening quick as a result of they’re simply 

too tough to scan on little mobile screens. However, video will gift identical data throughout a format that 

works absolutely regardless of the device. 

If your website includes video, it’s 50X additional probably (50 times!) to drive organic search results compared 

to text. Why? as a result of folks notice video content additional compelling, thus Google pushes pages that 

embody videos higher inside the rankings. 

One of the best things concerning video promoting is that it makes it simple to reformat your content. Imagine 

that you’ve recorded a video for your YouTube channel. instead of simply publication it on YouTube, you will 

also: 

 Get it transcribed thus you have a text version of the video 

 Publish the transcription on your web log underneath associate embedded YouTube video for higher 

rankings  

 Upload the raw video with the transcription as subtitles to Facebook (native Facebook videos get some 

way higher impression share and engagement than shared YouTube videos)  

 Turn the transcription into a standalone web log article with a quick rewrite and addition of relevant 

stats and photos Rip the audio alone and use it as a podcast episode 
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 Use video thumbnails in your email promoting campaigns and so the word “video” in subject lines to 

increase open rates by nineteen 

Results:  

Digital promoting have a larger future inside the current market. ∙ shoppers square measure happy through 

buying digital promoting. ∙ folks notice it safe mode of on-line purchase. ∙ quantitative relation of male 

customers is extraordinarily high in on-line searching that is seventieth. ∙ Awareness concerning on-line 

searching is 100% among the respondents. ∙ financial gain of respondents principally falls inside the vary of Rs. 

10,001 to Rs. 20,000 that is forty ninth. ∙ staff of assorted firms square measure buying quite others through 

on-line searching that is five hundredth. ∙ Most numbers of respondents that is thirty eighth feels that on-line 

searching have easy shopping for procedures; others feel that they'll have a broad style of product, product 

with lower price , a selection mode of payments etc. ∙ fifty four of respondents feel that handiness of on-line 

data concerning Product & Services is outstanding. ∙ forty sixth of the respondents purchase the product two to 

5 times annually. 

Conclusion: 

Digital promoting has find yourself to be crucial an area of approach of the numerous firms. At this point, still 

for tiny business businessman at hand have a very cheap and competent methodology by exploitation digital 

promoting to plug their product or services inside the society. it's no restrictions. Company will utilize any 

devices like tablets, sensible phones, TV, laptops, media, social media, email and heap alternative to support 

company and its product and services. Digital promoting might win one thing additional if it considers client 

needs as a peak priority. 
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